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This paper describes measurements of the ref lectivity, scattering, and transmission of light
by metals with rough surfaces. For surfaces whose roughness is very short ranged, the ratio
of rough-surface reflectivity to smooth-surface ref lectivity varies exponentially as A, both
above the plasmon frequency and in regions where e~» ]a& ]. In the latter regions for these roughsur-
faces, the scattered intensity follows a A, wavelength variation. For surfaces which are more
wavy, the reflectivity and scattered light vary less rapidly with wavelength. Well below the
plasmon frequency, additional fields not present on smooth surfaces, butcoming from induced
extra currents and dipoles on rough surfaces, add coherently to the specular beam, with a res-
onant wavelength variation. Near the plasmon frequency there is extra absorption. We have
studied the angular variation of the scattered light, and have observed additional incoherent
light associated with these extra dipoles and currents. We compare the experimental results
with the scalar scattering theory and make some general comments about the properties of
surface dipoles and currents.

I. INTRODUCTION

Light reflected from a smooth homogeneous
surface is found only in the specular beam, and
its intensity, given by Fresnel's equations, de-
pends upon the polarization of the incident light,
the angle of incidence, and the dielectric proper-
ties of the bulk medium. When light is reflected
from rough surfaces, two new phenomena occur.
Firstly, the condition of specularity is relaxed
and scattered light is found away from the spec-
ular beam, with a reduction in the specular in-
tensity. Fresnel's equations are no longer valid.
Secondly, additional currents may be excited, and

dipoles induced across pits and bumps on the sur-
face. These can give rise to additional fields
which mix with the specular and scattered inten-
sltles ~

Early theories of the reflection of light from
rough surfaces have neglected the effects of ad-
ditional currents and dipoles. The best-known
theory is the "scalar scattering" theory. ' This
considers just the phase modulation of the inci-
dent and outgoing light by the height variations
along the surface. The specular and scattered
light are found by summing the radiation from
Huygens wavelets on the surface. The radiation
distribution thus depends upon the phase of the
wavelets —determined by the phase of the inci-

dent field when it reaches a point of the surface-
and upon their correlation over the surface. If
the height variation is assumed to be normally
distributed about its mean with an rms deviation
0, the scalar scattering theory predicts the ratio
of the specular ref lectivity of a rough surface to

-(4~v/x) 2thatof asmoothsurfaceto varyas R„/R,=e '4"'~',
and the theory similarly makes predictions about
the angular distribution of the scattered light.
The scalar scattering theory is energy conserving-
all the light lost from the specular beam should
appear in the scattered distribution. However,
the approximations of the development in Ref. 1
are such that this is only so if the typical distance
for variation along the surface a is of the order or
greater than A.

The scalar scattering theory is a simple ap-
proach to the interaction of light with rough metal
surfaces. It neglects the vector nature of the radi-
ation field and it neglects the distortion of the in-
cident and outgoing fields near the local surface.

A new approach is that of Twersky and
Berreman. ' These authors have considered models
representing rough surfaces, models in which it
is possible to solve exactly for the electromag-
netic fields. The models have consisted of ran-
domly distributed hemispherical bosses, pits, 2nd
closely associated shapes on otherwise smooth
surfaces. These calculations have been made in
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the opposite limit to the scalar scattering theory,
namely, when the dimensions of the shapes are
much smaller than the light wavelength. Twersky
has calculated the scattering from bosses on a
perfect conductor. He finds this to vary as X

typical of Rayleigh dipole scattering. Berreman
has calculated the first-order coherent contribu-
tion to the specular ref lectivity for surfaces of
any conductivity. He has foundthat this is espe-
cially large at frequencies for which the induced
dipoles resonate.

This approach of Twersky and Berreman ex-
plicitly takes into account extra dipole fields, but
not fields due to currents. That extra currents
might be induced on periodically rough (grating)
surfaces was first suggested by Pano, ' and
Stern' pointed out that randomly rough surfaces
would act in a similar fashion. Surface currents,
now called surface plasmons, with their associ-
ated evanescent electromagnetic fields can exist
even on smooth surfaces, but since their wave
vector for propagation along the surface is greater
than that for a plane-wave light beam, they are
not normally excited. Fano pointed out that phase
modulation of the incident light by surface wavi-
ness can produce a matching of these two wave
vectors, and lead to surface-wave excitation.

Dipoles induced across hemispherical and other
allied shapes resonate at frequencies such that
Eg is in the range —4 to —4. Surface plasmons
can only exist in regions where E'y is less than —1.
Since metals have a dielectric constant varying
with frequency &u typically as e, = l —(~»/~ )(v»
is the bulk plasmon frequency), the dipole and
current effects will be confined to a region where
&u «u» (e & 0) which we will call the metallic re-
gion, The region v & z» (e & 0) we will call the di-
electric region.

Experimentally, there has been little study of
either scattering or dipole and current effects on
the light reflected from rough metal surfaces.
Bennett and Porteus report that scattering from
quite smooth surfaces follows the scalar theory's
variation at long wavelengths, and, assuming this
to be true for rough surfaces, they have used the
ratio R„/R,in other experiments to find values for
0. Also, a strong decrease in the ref lectivity of
rough silver surfaces at wavelengths below ~» has
recent;ly been observed by Schnatterly, '

by Dobber-
stein et al. ,

' and by Stanford et al. This has been
assumed to indicate extra absorption due to sur-
face current excitation. The experiments we re-
port here question both these two assumptions.

We have measured not only R„/R,but also the
distribution and intensity of the scattered light.
This has been done in both the metallic region and
the dielectric region. Various metals have been

studied, some free-electronlike with &2«
kg l and others with strong interband absorption

where &2» Ie& l —we will call these damped
metals. We have compared surfaces of long- and
short-wavelength roughness. We have not been
able to measure the scattering of the free-electron
metals in the dielectric region (though we have
measured R„/R,), since our scattering equipment
does not function in the vacuum ultraviolet.

Our observations are the following. In the
dielectric region we find that the scattered light
and the specular reflectance have wavelength
variations which depend upon the nature of the
surface roughness. For short-scale roughness
(a «A ) on noble metals the scattered light varies
as A. , typical of the dipole scattering, while
R„/R, for these and indeed all metals varies
exponentially as ~ . For wavy surfaces of the
noble metals both R„/R,and the scattering vary
approximately exponentially as X '. The angular
distribution of the scattered light depends upon
the polarization of the incident light.

In the metallic region we show that the changes
in reflectance are due to two effects: coherent
addition of extra fields at long wavelengths and
additional absorption in the resonance region.
Underlying the scattered light, we have observed
incoherent light associated with the extra fields.
In regions where e2 becomes much larger than
(&, ), strong damping of the extra fields occurs.

Brief reports on sections of this work have al-
ready been published. ' We present full details
here and in the following paper, and attempt to
provide a unified picture.

FIG. 1. Electron micrograph of a rough silver sur-
face. Scale: 1 em=6500 A.
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FIG. 2. Electron micrograph of a, wavy silver sur-
face. Scale: lcm=65OQ A.

II. MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we present the experimental
measurements, leaving the discussion to Sec. III.

The rough surfaces have been prepared by two

methods. We first used the technique of Bennett

et al. to produce surfaces of very short-@wave-
length roughness. The method was to evaporate
a thin layer of CRF& onto a substrate, and then to
overcoRt with R layer of the desired metal. CRFp
forms small sharp crystallites, producing sur-
faces with steep hills and valleys. The distance
between hills was roughly 500 A, while the average
height variation of the metal surface could be
changed by varying either the amount of CRF& de-
posited or the thickness of the metal layer. An
electron micrograph of a typical surface produced
in this fashion is shown in Fig. 1.

A second method was used to produce surfaces
of llldllllll and sliver wltll a lollger wavelength
variation. The technique was to anneal the samples
until their crystRQites grew to several thousand
A in diameter. Migration of atoms away from the
crystallite boundaries resulted jn samples with
waviness of the crystallite dimension. Figure 2
shows an electron micrograph of this type of sur-
face.

Except for those samples used in the transmis-
sion measurements, the metal films were all
thicker than 1000 A, and totally opaque. Where
we have compared rough samples with smooth
samples, the substrates for the latter were spe-
cially polished, and both the smooth and rough

I scil
r

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of the fractional scattered intensity measured with analyzer and polarizer parallel;
left, for a rough silver surface; right, for a wavy silver surface. The dotted line shows a fit to the scalar theory.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the angular distribution of the fractional Scattered intensity in the metallic and dielectric re-
gions for a rough silver surface. The dotted line shows a fit to the scalar theory with a=1300 A at 5500 A, and 550 A
at 25OO A.

8Rmples weI'6 prepRI'ed during tI16 SRD16 evRpoI"R-

tion.

A. Scattering of Light

A parallel beam of light was normally incident
onto th6 sampleq Rnd the radlatlon scattex'ed DleR-
sured as a function of the angle 8 from the normal.
The detector had a circular aperture, subtending
a solid angle of O. 007 sr. The incident light
was polarized in either the s or P direction with
respect to the observation plane (s-polarized light
has its E vector perpendicular to the observation
plane) and an analyzer could be placed in the out-
going beam~

In Figs. 3 and 4, we show typical examples of
the angular variation of the scattered light.
is the total scattex'ed intensity divided by the inci-
dent intensity. (i/B„)dB„/dAis the scattering
per unit solid angle relative to the rough-surface
ref lectivity with no analyzer in the outgoing beam.
(i/R„)dR„ij/dQ and (1/R„)de�„i/dQ are the scat-
tering per unit solid angle relative to the rough-sur-
face ref lectivity with an analyzer oriented, respec-
tively, parallel or perpendicular to the incident
polarization. Figure 3 is for silver samples in
the metallic x egion, and compares the scattering
of very rough and wavy surfaces. The scattered
light falls more rapidly with angle fox the latter.

In both cases the p-incident light is scattered more
strongly than s. %6 find a knee in the P distribu-
tion, rather weak with the wavy samples, while the
s falls continually with 0.

A comparison of the scattering in the metallic
I'egioIl with the scattering in the dielectric region
indicates those features of Fig. 3 which are parti-
cularly associated with the metallic region. This
comparison is shown in Fig. 4 fox" the rough silver
surface. p light in both cases is more strongly
scattered than s. The knee is absent in the dielec-
tric regioQ. The kllee is thus RssoeiRted with the
InetRllic region, RIld RppeRx'8 to be due to extx'R

light peaking around 8 = 60'.
The additional component is seen more clearly

lf the RQRlyzer 18 used ln the outgoing beam) ori-
entated perpendicular to the incident polarization.
In this way we measure light which has its plane of
polarization rotated 90 in the scattering process.
In Fig. 5, we show the angular variation of this
light for rough and wavy silver samples in the
metallic region; in Fig. 6, we compare the di-
electric region with the metallic region for the
rough silver sample; in Pig. V we compare the
damped metallic region with the free-e].ectron
metaHic region f'ox a rough gold sample. %hen 8
light is incident, P scattered, a strong anomaly is
seen in the free-electron metallic region, but Qot
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FIG. 6. Angular distribution of the fractional intensity measured with analyzer and polarizer crossed; co1x1parjson
for a rough silver surface with the metallic region, left; with the dielectric region, right.
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FIG. 7. Angular distribution of the fractional intensity measured with analyzer and polarizer crossed; comparison
for a rough gold surface with the metallic region, left; and damped region, right.

in the dielectric region, nor in the damped metal-
lic region. Nor is it observed with P-incident-
s-scattered light. The anomalous scattered light
is therefore always p polarized.

To study the wavelength variation of the total
scattered light, we have averaged the s and p
curves of Figs. 3 and 4 at each value of 6), and
then integrated over the total scattering hemis-
pher e. Dividing by the incident intensity, we have
obtained the total scattered fraction A,JB„.We
have also estimated the intensity associated with
the anomaly in the metallic region. The contri-
bution for s-incident-P-scattered light has been
found from Figs. 5 and V. We have taken the
difference between the s and p curves of these
figures, and again integrated over the hemisphere.
There will also be a contribution from p-incident
-P-scattered light, producing theknee in Figs. 3
and 4. It is impossible to isolate this component
from the background scattered light; however, a
simple theory (see the following paper) suggests
that this component should be about three times
larger than the measured s- incident- p- scattered
component. We have therefore used this factor
in estimating the total anomalous intensity.

In Fig. 8, we have plotted R„/(R„+R„)versus
for rough silver, gold, and copper samples.

Recall that the scalar scattering theory predicts
-(«c x 38„/(R„+Ra~)to vary as e, which wou]d

produoe straight lines on this plot. The anom-
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FIG. 8. 8„/(8„+A~}versus X 2 for silver, gold,
and copper with corrections for the observed anomaly.
The scalar scattering theory predicts straight lines for
the variation on this plot.
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FIG. 9. Data of Fig. 8 plotted on a ln-ln scale.

The slope of the lines 4.5 for silver, 4. 1 for gold, and
3 2 for copper,

alously large scattering for the silver sample in
its metallic region is again clearly apparent. We
obtain the dotted curve when the estimated anom-
alous intensity is subtracted off. The data points
for copper and gold samples lie in their dielectric
x'eglon.

We do not find straight lines on this gx aph.
Clearly the scattered radiation even when cor-
rected for the anomaly is not varying exponenti-

a,lly with A. ~.

In Fig. 9, we show the same data plotted as
1nl[R,J(R„+R„)]versus ink. Straight lines are ob-
tained of slope near —4, indicating that R„/(R„
+R„)varies as A

In Fig. 10, we show the wavelength variation of
the anoIQalous I'adlatlon fox' the I'ough sllvex' sam-
ple. It lies entirely in the metallic x'egion, strong™
ly peaked just below the point where the sample's
dielectric constant equals —1, shown labeled
a,s ~,~. We return to these data later.

B. Reflection of Light

We have compared the ref lectivity of rough
samples with smooth samples, measuring
(R, —R„)/(R, +R„)by the comparison method of
Beaglehole. '0 The wavelength range was 8000—
1200 A.

In Fig. 11, we show the quantity (R, -R„)R,
for rough gold, silver, and indium samples; in
Fig. 12 for an aluminuxn sample. On the A. axis
we have marked the wavelengths for which e, =
—1 (A.,~) and e, = 0 (X~). The dielectric region
lies to wavelengths shorter than X~, the metallic
region to longer wavelengths. &R equals R, —R„.

Despite their different ref lectivity, we see that
the effects of roughness are remarkably similar
in all these metals. Character istically, there
18 a steadily increasing ~/R throughout the
whole range, with an anomalous increase in this
quantity (and thus a decrease in R) for wave-
lengths longer than A.,~. The curve for rough sil-
ver is similar to that found by the authors men-
tioned in Sec. I, although they do not appea, r to
have realized that the anomalous peak is super-
imposed upon the steadily increasing background.

X'
Q

u 75-

—,25

FIG. 10. Total anomalour radiation
compared with total decrease in, re-
flectivity for a rough silver surface.
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FIG. 11. Fractional decrease in ref lectivity plotted
versus wavelength for rough indium, gold, and silver
surfaces.

~,~ and ~~ are close together for silver. For in-
dium, however, these wavelengths are well
separated. The steadily incr easing background
is seen to continue smoothly through this portion
of the metallic region into the dielectric region.
In copper and gold, the anomalous peak is mell
separated from ~,~, occurring at the ref lectivity

bR I0
Rs

.8

Xp~

I I I I I

8000 7000 6000 5000 4000 3000 2000 IOOO

) [A]

FIG. 12. Fractional decrease in reflectivity plotted
versus wavelength for a rough aluminum surface. The
sample has a thin MgF overcoating to protect against
oxidation and A, ,'& has been modified to include this over-
coating.

FIG. 13. R„/R~ and (R~-R~)R~ versus X for rough
silver and gold.

edge, above which interband transitions damp the
fr ee-electron properties.

Someof thedecrease in the specular ref lectivity
is due to the scattering of Sec. IIA. We have
found typically for the rough surfaces that the
total scattered intensity is less than —,

' of M
(Figs. 13 and 14). Most of the background de-
crease is therefore due to a nonradiative inter-
action at the surface.

To illustrate the wavelength variation of the
rough-surface ref lectivity, me have plotted
ln(R„/R, ) versus I 2 for rough silver and gold
samples in Fig. 13, and for indium in Fig. 14.
The plots cover the region of wavelengths shorter
than A.,~ for indium (essentially a free-electron
metal), and in the case of the noble metals also
the region of strong damping. The data fall on
remarkably straight lines, extrapolating close to
zero as A. tends to zero. Thus, although the
scattered light does not vary exponentially with
A

' as we saw in Sec. IIA, the ratio R„/R,does.
This exponential variation is shown by the dashed
extrapolated lines at wavelengths longer than A,~

in Fig. 11. Interestingly, the extrapolation
crosses the experimental AR/R, curves of silver
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and gold, and will do so for the other metals at
longer wavelengths. We will return to our inter-
pretation of this effect in Sec. III.

In Fig. 15, we compare smooth and wavy silver
samples. The structure near A.» is much less
pronounced with the wavy sample. For wavelengths
shorter than ~~ the wavy silver sample has a
slower wavelength variation than the rough sample,
ln(R„/8,) varying approximately as X

' (Fig. 16).
Again the extrapolated variation to wavelengths
longer than X~ cuts the actual AR/R, curve. For
these wavy samples we have found the scattered
light to be reproducibly a little greater than the
decrease in reflectance. The error bars are
shown in Fig. 15.

C. Transmission

A typical curve comparing the transmission
of rough and smooth silver samples is shown in
Fig. 17, where we plot (T, —T„)/T,= b,T/T„
where 1', is the transmission of a smooth sample
and T„ofa rough sample. The samples of this

example were 700 A thick Characteristically,
we find more transmission by the rough SRmple
Rt lollg wavelengU18» then R I'eg1011 of less trans-
mission Qeal' X~I,~ and again less tl ansmlsslon
for wavelengths much shorter than X~. The zero
in +T fR118 close to tile zero" in hfdf (Fig. 11).
For completeness T„is also shown in this figure.

HI. DISCUSSION

We consider first the dielectric region where
we have found the simplest behavior. To sum-
marize, with rough noble-metal surfaces
(e~ » «,) we have observed a X 4 variation of the
scattered light, its intensity being much smaller
than the decrease in specular reflectance: The
specular reflectance itself varied as ft„/8,
= exp(- A/A. ). This specular reflectance varlatlon
was found also with free-electron metals. %'ith
wavy surfaces the wavelength variations of both
the scattered light and R„/8,were less rapid.

The most important of these is the observation

FIG. 15. Fractional decrea8e
in r6fl6ctivitg Rnd the tota], fx'Rc-
tionRl 8CRttex'lng of R wavg Sliver
8urfRce

.05
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.50

FIG. 17. Fractional change in the transmission AT/Ts
and the transmission T„ofa 700-A rough-silver film
plotted versus wavelength.

of the nonradiative decrease in reflectance. This
is a surface absorption effect. We have found it
to be absorption since otherwise we would have
observed an extra transmittance in this region,
and we have found it to be a surface effect, since
extra bulk absorption in this region would raise
the sample's ref lectivity. "

This nonradiative component indicates immedi-
ately limitations to the theories of scattering
mhich are energy conserving, and it leads to in-
consistency in their application to the data. Con-
sider the scalar scattering theory which is energy
collsel'vlllg, Tile tlleol'y pl'edicts R„/R
= exp[- (4vo/X) ] which fits our experimental data.
It pl'edlc'ts tile scattered llgllt (fol' normally in-
cident light) to vary with angle and wavelength as

3 23R„s(sos so i)'ssp —
s

siss S)

In Fig. 3, we show that this expression does re-
produce the angular variation of the s-incident
scattered light but not the P-incident scattered
light if va/X «I, and in this limit the expression
predicts the observed X

' wavelength variation.
Thus, applying these two expressions one might
expect to evaluate both 0 and a. However, this
is an uncertain procedure, because the expres-
sions are only valid in the opposite limit wa/&

»1. The decrease in the reflectance in theory
should equal the scattered light. Experimentally
this inconsistency shows up when fitting the se-
cond expression to the scattered light, for me

find that the parameter a has to be wavelength
dependent. In fact we mill argue below that the

variation is only characteristic of metals
where &&» I &, I and not the vaxiation one would

find for free-electron metals. The agreement of

the scalar -scattering-theory predictions with
experiment appears to be fortuitous. While the
expression for 8„/A,does very well in the region
mhere it is not applicable, it does not do well in
the region where it is. We have found the wavy
surface to show a less rapid wavelength variation,
although this may be the result of a non-normally
distributed roughness on these surfaces.

The microscopic approach of Twersky and
Berreman appears most fruitful for an under-
standing of the origin of the wavelength and angu-
lar variation of the scattered light. As we have
mentioned in Sec. I, these authors considered the
properties of a random array of small hemisphe-
rical bumps and pits and other shapes placed on
smooth surfaces. Twersky has calculated the
scattering for perfect conductors, which he finds
varies as X for hemispheres and as ~ 3 for
hemicylinders. Berreman has calculated the re-
duction in the specular ref lectivity due to ab-
sorption losses by the induced dipoles for sur-
faces with realistic values of && and ez.

The properties of isolated spheres are quite
similar to those of hemispheres on a metal sur-
face, as we will describe in the following paper,
so we review them briefly for they provide a good
deal of insight into the scattering and absorption
processes. The theory for scattering and absorp-
tion by isolated spheres has been solved exactly
by Mie' for all wavelengths of light and arbitrary
values of the sphere diameter and dielectric con-
stant. The solution is discussed in detail by van
de Hulst. ' The results are written in terms of
the scattering and absorption cross sections
Q„,and Q,„„respectively, defined by

I..a 2 Iabs a
@SCRP I ~~ +3,58 &

Q Q

where I„,is the total scattered intensity„and
I,„,the total absorbed intensity. IQ is the inci-
dent intensity.

For small spheres such that x= 2'/X «I,
where a is the radius of the spheres, Mie's
solution takes a simple form. The effective
polarizability of a sphere is (3/4s)/[(s —I J/
&+ 2)]. The scattering cross section is propor-
tional to x'

I (& —l)/ (e + 2) I while the absorption
cross section is proportional to x Im[(& —I)/
(e+ 2)]. In metals where s takes negative values,
both the scattering and absorption show resonant
behavior at & = -2. Twersky's calculation cor-
responds to an evaluation of Q„,in the region

I'll »I, &a=0. In this region [(e —I)/ (&+2)]
is independent of wavelength, and an x' wavelength
variation of the scattering is obtained. Be»e-
man's calculation corx esponds to evaluation of

Q,b, only, the specular ref lectivity being reduced
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TABLE I. Wavelength variation of the scattering and

absorption of sma11 meta1 spheres. For g «1,
4 (e& —l)2+e22

(ei+ 2) +&2 (&&+2) +g&

For a free-electron metal w7» &, q&-] 2/~2
(d f'

Region Q Expression

(a) Free-electron metal
A&) Q Q~ —x

3
2

@~I 12m e2/e,
Q~ 2 (el —1)

, xc,
{b} Damped metal
&2» f ~&I Q

@abs 12xje2

Experimentally
Wavelength observed for

variation rough surfaces

by light absorbed.
It is interesting to estimate the wavelength

variation of the scattering and absorption of small
spheres in the dielectric and metallic regions.
These are listed in Table I. We find the scat-
tering in the damped region again follows a A,

variation, while free-electron metals in the di-
electric region follow a X variation. The former
corresponds very well with our experimental ob-
servations on the noble metals.

It is also interesting to compare the relative
magnitudes of Q,„,and Q„,for small spheres.
We have calculated these using values of &, and

c3 for bulk samples keeping terms up to a, and

b, in Mie's solution. " We show their wavelength
variation in Fig. 18 for silver, copper, and gold
spheres, 400 A in radius. In the damped dielec-
tric region we see that the ratio is roughly con-
stant, of the order of 3. The ratio Q~,/ Q„,de-
pends very sensitively on a, varying ayproximately
as a '. The value of 400k was chosen since it
led approximately to the experimentally observed
ratio of nonradiative decrease in reflectance to
scattered light. This value of a is surprisingly
close to the value found using the electron micro-
graph. Qe„is less than Q„,at longer wavelengths.
For copper and gold spheres E, = -2 in the inter-
band region. The resonance is strongly damped,
reaching the peak below the absorption edge.
Figure IQ shows the variation of Q,~, and Q„,for
a free-electron metal whose parameters have
been chosen to be approximately those of alumi-
num, and for a transparent dielectric (Q,b, in this
case is equal to zero).

If we make a corresyondance between spheres
and rough metal surfaces —this will be discussed
further in the following payer —these results sug-
gest that the decrease in reflectance in the vicin-
ity of the resonance region is mainly due to ab-
sorption losses, while there is a resonence in the
scattering. In the interband region absorption
losses are clearly the cause for the nonradiative
decrease. At longer wavelengths where Q»/,
Q„,is less than unity the additional coherent
radiated fields will be important in determining
the changes in syecular reflectance.

These predictions agree well with our experi-
mental results. Looking back at Figs. 11 and 1V,
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FIG. ].8. Absorption cross section Qab, and scattering cross section Q,~ for isolated silver, copper, and gold
spheres of 40Q4 radius.
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F&G. 19. Absorption cross section and scattering cross section for a Drude free-electron dielectric constant and
for a transparent dielectric constant.

which show AR/R, and &T/T„we see the follow-
ing. Well below the resonance region, where a
decrease in reflectance occurs, there is an in-
crease in transmittance; thus there is little extra
absorption. In the vicinity of the resonance where
&R/R is greatest we find less transmittance.
Here we have extra absorption. The crossover
point where b, T = 0 occurs at 4100 A, which is
close to the point where spheres show Q,„,/Q„,
equal to unity.

Additional proof that at long wavelengths addi-
tional coherent fields increase a metal's reflec-
tivity over the decrease which would be expected
if dipoles and currents were neglected is found

in the results for the wavy silver surface, shown
in Fig. 15. We see that for wavy surfaces the
nonradiative term is much smaller than for rough
surfaces, being only about —,

' of ER/R, in the di-
electric region for the latter. At long wavelengths
the scattered light component is actually greater
than AR/R„ thus indicating that the specular re-
flectance is higher than otherwise expected.

It is a.lso to be expected that R„/R,would vary
less rapidly for wavy surfaces than for rough

surfaces as we found, since the coefficients of
x in the scattering and absorption equations are
smaller for cylinders than for spheres.

The experimental nR/R, curves for copper
and gold show the maximum in ~A falling well
below the resonant point in &, the maximum
occurring at the interband absorption edge. This
is the point at which E2 increases rapidly to be-
come greater than ~e, ~, damping the resonance.
Even on the best of samples grain boundaries
provide a source for dipole effects, and we sug-
gest that these, along with the surface currents
described below, are the cause for the surpris-
ingly rounded ref lectivity edges which have al-
ways been found with these metals.

An alternative approach to the additional fields
and absorption which occur with rough surfaces
is that initiated by Stern, ' which considers the
excitation of surface plasmons. These are not

excited on smooth surfaces, since the plasmon
wave vector along the surface is greater than

v/c, but they may be excited when the surface
is rough. For a review of surface plasmon pro-
perties see Steinmann. " In this approach one
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considers the roughness-induced scattering of
the incident light into surface plasmon modes,
and subsequent decay of the surface plasmons
by absorption or reradiation through further
scattering. The model appears especially suited
to the case of metal gratings" and to cases where
the scattering of surface plasmons is weak. ' We
will show in the following paper that the model
predicts the angular variation of the s-and p-scat-

tered light and the anomalous light quite well. In
this approach, however, it is necessary to make
assumptions about the strength of the coupling
between surface plasmon and roughness, and it
is difficult to incorporate absorption consistently
into the model. The microscopic approach we
have outlined above appears more intuitive, es-
pecially for the case of rough surfaces with
short-wavelength variations.
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In the preceding paper we described the measurements of the scattering, reflectivity, and
transmission of light by metals whose surfaces were rough on a microscopic scale. In this
paper we develop further the two theoretical approaches outlined in that paper. The first ap-
proach considers the radiation from surface currents modulated by the surface roughness.
The second approach considers a model surface for which the reflection properties can be
solved exactly, the model consisting of metal spheres located above a smooth metal surface.
The two approaches demonstrate all the physical phenomena reported in the preceding exper-
imental paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of the various rough sur-
faces we investigated in the preceding paper were
surprisingly similar, depending mainly upon
whether we were in a metallic region, a dielectric
region, or a damped metallic region. However,
none of the theories referred to in that paper gave

a satisfactory description of their properties.
In this paper, we develop two different approaches

to the problem of absorption and scattering by rough
metal surfaces. The first approach considers the
radiation from surface currents induced by the in-
cident light. The surface currents are taken to be
of two parts: the usual polarization currents of a
smooth surface now modulated by the roughness,






